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--- FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE ---

Beijing rights defender Zhou Li (周莉) 
sentenced to 1 year of imprisonment despite lack of evidence

Chinese Urgent Action Working Group /人权卫士紧急救援协会 -- Beijing, China – 2010-05-05 – The trial 

of Beijing female rights defender Zhou Li  (周莉 ) concluded on May 4 at Beijing's Chongwen district court 

and resulted in a 1 year prison term after she was found guilty of "Picking Quarrels and Provoking Troubles”  

( 寻 衅 滋 事 罪 ).  The  trial  started  on  April  6,  but  the  proceedings  were  swiftly  adjourned  after  the 

prosecutors' presentation, which according to lead defense counsel Mo Shaoping (莫少平), contained no 

evidence to support the charges. The lack of evidence  was striking given that  prior to trial  the case had 

been sent back from the Procuratorate's office to the Police twice to seek more evidence. After the trial was 

adjourned Mo Shaoping said:

“There is no evidence at all, it’s a joke of a trial. There was no way to continue hearing the  

case, and once we began presenting our evidence we actually felt a little embarrassed. Then  

the judge announced he was adjourning the proceedings.” 

The trial resumed on April 12 and the verdict was delivered on May 4. The reason behind Zhou Li's verdict 

was said by the Procuratorate to be her involvment in gathering petitioners to protest against comments by 

professor Sun Dongdong of Beijing University who had earlier stated that most petitioners are mentally ill.  

No clear evidence that Zhou Li attempted to gather people at the University, or organize a protest, could be 

provided.  Three  other  petitioners  Police  claim  were  involved  in  the  incident  were  also  given  prison 

sentences at the May 4 court session having been found guilty of the same charge, with Chen Fengqiang (陈

凤强) receiving three years, Zhou Guangfu (周光福) two years and Sun Lijing (孙礼静) one year.

Zhou Li  has been under criminal detention since August 12, 2009. Only a single visit  was allowed until  

March this year. A string of regulations concerning detention and investigation have been violated by Beijing 

Police in the course of their investigation and her detention. Zhou Li has not yet decided whether to file for  

an appeal.
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For more detailed information, please see  our website

The Chinese Urgent Action Working Group (人权卫士紧急救援协会 ) undertakes direct interventions on behalf of 
Human  Rights  defenders  in  distress,  through  investigations,  public  advocacy,  communication  with  international  
institutions and organizations, and through providing legal aid and financial assistance. The group is located inside  
mainland China, and was formed as a response to increased persecution of Human Rights defenders in the run up to 
the 2008 Beijing Olympic Games.

Secure email: China.Action@hushmail.com   |   Website: http://China-Action.org  (no www.)
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